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Quasi-one- and quasi-two-dimensional perfect Bose gas: the second critical density

and generalised condensation

Mathieu Beau and Valentin A. Zagrebnov
Université de la Méditerranée and Centre de Physique Théorique - UMR 6207

Luminy - Case 907, 13288 Marseille, Cedex 09, France

(Dated: February 15, 2010)

In this letter we discuss a relevance of the 3D Perfect Bose gas (PBG) condensation in extremely
elongated vessels for the study of anisotropic condensate coherence and the ”quasi-condensate”. To
this end we analyze the case of exponentially anisotropic (van den Berg) boxes, when there are
two critical densities ρc < ρm for a generalised Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC). Here ρc is the
standard critical density for the PBG. We consider three examples of anisotropic geometry: slabs,
squared beams and ”cigars” to demonstrate that the ”quasi-condensate” which exists in domain
ρc < ρ < ρm is in fact the van den Berg-Lewis-Pulé generalised condensation (vdBLP-GC) of the
type III with no macroscopic occupation of any mode.

We show that for the slab geometry the second critical density ρm is a threshold between quasi-

two-dimensional (quasi-2D) condensate and the three dimensional (3D) regime when there is a
coexistence of the ”quasi-condensate” with the standard one-mode BEC. On the other hand, in
the case of squared beams and ”cigars” geometries critical density ρm separates quasi-1D and
3D regimes. We calculate the value of difference between ρc, ρm (and between corresponding
critical temperatures Tm, Tc) to show that observed space anisotropy of the condensate coherence
can be described by a critical exponent γ(T ) related to the anisotropic ODLRO. We compare our
calculations with physical results for extremely elongated traps that manifest ”quasi-condensate”.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Jp, 03.75.Hh, 67.40.-w

1.One can rigorously show that there is no a conventional

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in the one- (1D) and
two-dimensional (2D) boson systems or in the three-
dimensional squared beams (cylinders) and slabs (films).
For interacting Bose-gas it results from the Bogoliubov-
Hohenberg theorem [1], [2], based on a non-trivial Bo-
goliubov inequality, see e.g. [3]. For the perfect Bose-gas
this result is much easier, since it follows from the ex-
plicit analysis of the occupation number density in one-
particle eigenstates. A common point is the Bogoliubov
1/q2-theorem [1], [4], [5], which implies destruction of the
macroscopic occupation of the ground-state by thermal
fluctuations.

Renewed interest to eventual possibility of the ”con-
densate” in the quasi-one-, or -two-dimensional (quasi-
1D or -2D) boson gases (i.e., in cigar-shaped systems
or slabs) is motivated by recent experimental data in-
dicating the existence of so-called ”quasi-condensate” in
anisotropic traps [6]-[8] and BKT crossover [9].

The aim of this letter is twofold. First we show that
a natural modeling of slabs by highly anisotropic 3D-
cuboid implies in the thermodynamic limit the van den
Berg-Lewis-Pulé generalised condensation (vdBLP-GC)
[10] of the Perfect Bose-Gas (PBG) for densities larger
than the first, i.e. the standard critical ρc(β) for the
inverse temperature β = 1/(kBT ). Notice, that a spe-
cial case of this (induced by the geometry) condensation
was pointed out for the first time by Casimir [11], al-
though the theoretical concept and the name are due to
Girardeau [12]. So, for the PBG the ”quasi-condensate”
is in fact the vdBLP-GC. Here we generalise these re-

sults to the highly anisotropic 3D-cuboid with anisotropy
in one-dimension, which is a model for infinite squared
beams or cylinders, and ”cigar” type traps.
Second, we show that for the slab geometry with expo-

nential growing (for α > 0 and L → ∞) of two edges,
L1 = L2 = LeαL, L3 = L, of the anisotropic boxes:
Λ = L1 ×L2×L3 ∈ R

3, there is a second critical density
ρm(β) := ρc(β) + 2α/λ2

β ≥ ρc(β) such that the vdBLP-
GC changes its properties when ρ > ρm(β). This surpris-
ing behaviour of the BEC for the PBG was discovered by
van den Berg [13], developed in [14], and then in [15],[16]
for the spin-wave condensation.

Notice that the exponential anisotropy is not a very
common concept for the experimental implementations.
Therefore, it appeals for a re-examination of the standard
vdBLP-GC concept in Casimir boxes [17] and the corre-
sponding version of the Bogoliubov-Hohenberg theorem
[18].

Our original observation concerns the coexistence of
two types of the vdBLP-GC for ρ > ρm(β) (or for cor-
responding temperatures T < Tm(ρ) for a fixed density)
and the analysis of the coherence length (ODLRO) in this
anisotropic geometry. We extend also our observation to
obtain another new result proving the existence of the
second critical density in the squared beam and in the
”cigar” type traps for exponentially weak harmonic po-
tential confinement in one direction. We use these results
to calculate the temperature dependence of the vdBLP-
GC particle density for the case of two critical densities,
ρm(β)>ρc(β) and to apply the recent scaling approach
[17] to the ODLRO asymptotic in this case.
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2. It is known that all kinds of BEC in the PBG are de-
fined by the limiting spectrum of the one-particle Hamil-

tonian T
(N=1)
Λ = −~

2∆/(2m), when cuboid Λ ↑ R
3. In

this paper we make this operator self-adjoint by fixing
the Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Λ, although our
results are valid for all non-attractive boundary condi-
tions. Then the spectrum is the set

{εs =
~
2

2m

3∑

j=1

(πsj/Lj)
2}sj∈N (1)

and {φs,Λ(x) =
∏3

j=1

√
2/Lj sin(πsjxj/Lj)}sj∈N are the

eigenfunctions. Here N is the set of the natural numbers
and s = (s1, s2, s3) ∈ N

3 is the multi-index.
In the grand-canonical ensemble (T, V, µ), here V =

L1L2L3 is the volume of Λ, the mean occupation num-
ber of the state φs,Λ is Ns(β, µ) = (eβ(εs−µ) − 1)−1,
where µ < infs εs,Λ. Then for the fixed total par-
ticle density ρ the corresponding value of the chemi-
cal potential µΛ(β, ρ) is a unique solution of the equa-
tion ρ =

∑
s∈N3 Ns(β, µ)/V =: NΛ(β, µ)/V . Indepen-

dent of the way Λ ↑ R
3, one gets the limit ρ(β, µ) =

limV →∞ NΛ(β, µ)/V , which is the total particle den-
sity for µ ≤ limV→∞ infs εs = 0. Since ρc(β) :=
supµ≤0 ρ(β, µ) = ρ(β, µ = 0) < ∞, it is the (first) critical
density for the 3D PBG: ρc(β) = ζ(3/2)/λ3

β. Here ζ(s)

is the Riemann ζ-function and λβ := ~
√
2πβ/m is the

de Broglie thermal length.
3. For Λ = LeαL × LeαL × L one gets ([13, 14]) that for
any µ ≤ 0 the limit of Darboux-Riemann sums

lim
L→∞

∑

s6=(s1,s2,1)

Ns(β, µ)

VL
=

1

(2π)3

∫

R3

d3k

eβ(~2k2/2m−µ) − 1
.

(2)
We denote by µL(β, ρ) := ε(1,1,1) − ∆L(β, ρ), where
∆L(β, ρ) ≥ 0 is a unique the solution of the equation:

ρ =
∑

s=(s1,s2,1)

Ns(β, µ)

VL
+

∑

s6=(s1,s2,1)

Ns(β, µ)

VL
. (3)

Since by (2): limL→∞

∑
s6=(s1,s2,1)

Ns(β, µ = 0)/VL =

ρc(β), for ρ > ρc(β) the limit L → ∞ of the first sum in
(3) is equal to

lim
L→∞

∑

s=(s1,s2,1)

Ns(β, µ)

VL
= (4)

lim
L→∞

1

L

1

(2π)2

∫

R2

d2k

eβ(~2k2/2m+∆L(β,ρ)) − 1
=

lim
L→∞

− 1

λ2
βL

ln[β∆L(β, ρ)] = ρ− ρc(β).

This implies the asymptotics:

∆L(β, ρ) =
1

β
e−λ2

β(ρ−ρc(β))L + . . . . (5)
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FIG. 1: For the slab geometry, the blue curve ρc(1/(kBT ))
is the first critical line for the BEC transition as a function
of T , the red curve ρm(1/(kBT )) = ρc(1/(kBT )) + 2α/λ2

β

is the second critical line. Notice that above the red curve
there is a coexistence between ”quasi-condensate” (vdBLP-
GC of type III) and the conventional condensate in the ground
state (vdBLP-GC of type I), between two curve there is only
”quasi-condensates” phase and below the blue curve there is
no condensate.

Notice that representation of the limit (4) by the in-
tegral (see (1)) is valid only when λ2

β(ρ − ρc(β)) < 2α.
For ρ larger than the second critical density: ρm(β) :=
ρc(β) + 2α/λ2

β the correction ∆L(β, ρ) must converge

to zero faster than e−2αL. Now to keep the difference
ρ−ρm(β) > 0 we have to return back to the original sum
representation (3) and (as for the standard BEC) to take
into account the impact of the ground state occupation
density together with a saturated non-ground state (i.e.
generalised) condensation ρm(β) − ρc(β) as in (4). For
this case the asymptotics of ∆L(β, ρ > ρm(β)) is com-
pletely different than (5) and it is equal to ∆L(β, ρ) =
[β(ρ− ρm(β))VL]

−1. Since VL = L3e2αL, we obtain:

lim
L→∞

∑

s=(s1>1,s2>1,1)

Ns(β, µ)

VL
= (6)

lim
L→∞

− 1

λ2
βL

ln[β∆L(β, ρ)] = 2α/λ2
β =

ρm(β)− ρc(β),

and the ground-state term gives the macroscopic occu-
pation:

ρ− ρm(β) = lim
L→∞

1

VL

1

eβ(ε(1,1,1)−µL(β,ρ)) − 1
. (7)

Notice that for ρc(β) < ρ < ρm(β) we obtain the vdBLP-
GC (of the type III), i.e. none of the single-particle states
are macroscopically occupied, since by virtue of (1) and
(5) for any s one has:

ρs(β, ρ) := lim
L→∞

1

VL

1

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1
= 0 . (8)

On the other hand, the asymptotics ∆L(β, ρ > ρm(β)) =
[β(ρ− ρm(β))VL]

−1 implies

ρs6=(1,1,1)(β, ρ) := lim
L→∞

1

VL

1

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1
= 0 , (9)
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i.e. for ρ > ρm(β) there is a coexistence of the saturated

type III vdBLP-GC, with the constant density (6), and
the standard BEC (i.e. the type I vdBLP-GC) in the
single state (7).
4. It is curious to note that neither Casimir shaped boxes
[10], nor the van den Berg boxes Λ = LeαL × L × L,
with one-dimensional anisotropy do not produce the sec-

ond critical density ρm(β) 6= ρc(β). To model infi-
nite squared beams with BEC transitions at two crit-
ical densities we propose the one-particle Hamiltonian:

T
(N=1)
Λ = −~

2∆/(2m) + mω2
1x

2
1/2, with harmonic trap

in direction x1 and, e.g., Dirichlet boundary conditions
in directions x2, x3. Then the spectrum is the set

{ǫs := ~ω1(s1 + 1/2) +
~
2

2m

3∑

j=2

(πsj/Lj)
2}s∈N. (10)

Here multi-index s = (s1, s2, s3) ∈ (N ∪ {0}) × N
2, and

the ground-state energy is ǫ(0,1,1). Then for µL(β, ̺) :=
ǫ(0,1,1)−∆L(β, ̺), the value of ∆L(β, ̺) ≥ 0, is a solution
of the equation:

̺ :=
∑

s=(s1,1,1)

ω1
Ns(β, µ)

L2L3
+

∑

s6=(s1,1,1)

ω1
Ns(β, µ)

L2L3
, (11)

where Ns(β, µ) = (eβ(ǫs−µ) − 1)−1.
Let ω1 := ~/(mL2

1) and L2 = L3 = L. Here L1 is the
harmonic-trap characteristic size in direction x1. Then
for any s1 ≥ 0 and µ ≤ 0

̺(β, µ) := lim
L1,L→∞

∑

s6=(s1,1,1)

ω1
Ns(β, µ)

L2L3
=

1

(2π)2

∫ ∞

0

dp

∫

R2

d2k

eβ(~p+~2k2/2m−µ) − 1
. (12)

Therefore, the first critical density is finite: ̺c(β) :=
supµ≤0 ̺(β, µ) = ̺(β, µ = 0) < ∞. If ̺ > ̺c(β), then
the limit L → ∞ of the first sum in (11) is

lim
L1,L→∞

∑

s=(s1,1,1)

ω1
Ns(β, µL)

L2L3
= (13)

lim
L→∞

1

L2

∫ ∞

0

dp

eβ(~p+∆L(β,̺)) − 1
=

lim
L→∞

− 1

~βL2
ln[β∆L(β, ̺)] = ̺− ̺c(β).

This means that the asymptotics of ∆L(β, ρ) is:

∆L(β, ̺) =
1

β
e−~β(̺−̺c(β))L

2

+ . . . . (14)

Let L1 := LeγL
2

, for γ > 0. Then, similar to our ar-
guments in 2., the representation of the limit (13) by the
integral is valid for ~β(̺−̺c(β)) < 2γ. For ̺ larger than
the second critical density: ̺m(β) := ̺c(β) + 2γ/(~β)

the chemical potential correction (14) must converge to

zero faster than e−2γL2

. By the same line of reason-
ing as in 2., to keep the difference ̺ − ̺m(β) > 0 we
have to use the original sum representation (11) and to
take into account the input due to the ground state oc-
cupation density together with a saturated non-ground

state condensation ̺m(β) − ̺c(β) (13). The asymp-
totics of ∆L(β, ̺ > ̺m(β)) is than equal to ∆L(β, ̺) =

[βm(̺− ̺m(β))L4e2γL
2

/~]−1. Hence,

lim
L→∞

∑

s=(s1>0,1,1)

~

m

Ns(β, µL)

L4e2γL2 = (15)

lim
L→∞

− 1

~βL2
ln[β∆L(β, ̺)] =

2γ

~β
= ̺m(β)− ̺c(β),

and the ground-state term gives the macroscopic occu-
pation:

̺− ̺m(β) = lim
L→∞

~

mL4e2γL2

1

eβ(ǫ(0,1,1),L−µL(β,̺)) − 1
.

(16)

With this choice of boundary conditions and the one-
dimensional anisotropic trap our model of the infinite
squared beams manifests the BEC with two critical den-
sities. Again for ̺c(β) < ̺ < ̺m(β) we obtain the type

III vdBLP-GC, i.e., none of the single-particle states are
macroscopically occupied:

̺s(β, ̺) := lim
L→∞

~

mL4e2γL2

1

eβ(ǫs−µL(β,̺)) − 1
= 0 .

(17)
When ̺m(β) < ̺ there is a coexistence of the type III
vdBLP-GC, with the constant density (20), and the stan-
dard type I vdBLP-GC in the single state (16), since

̺s6=(0,1,1)(β, ̺) := lim
L→∞

~

mL4e2γL2

1

eβ(ǫs−µL(β,̺)) − 1
= 0 .

(18)

Finally, it is instructive to study a ”cigar”-type geom-
etry ensured by the anisotropic harmonic trap:

T
(N=1)
Λ = −~

2∆/(2m) +
∑

1≤j≤3

mω2
jx

2
j/2 . (19)

with ω1 = ~/(mL2
1), ω2 = ω3 = ~/(mL2). Here

L1, L2 = L3 = L are the characteristic sizes of the
trap in three directions and ηs =

∑
1≤j≤3 ~ωj(sj + 1/2)

is the corresponding one-particle spectrum. Then the
same reasoning as in (12),(13), yields for µL(β, n) :=
η(0,0,0) − ∆L(β, n) and auxiliary dimensionality factor
κ > 0:

lim
L1,L→∞

∑

s=(s1,0,0)

κ3ω1ω2ω3Ns(β, µL) = (20)

lim
L→∞

− κ3
~

β(mL2)2
ln[β∆L(β, n)] = n− nc(β).
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Here the finite critical density nc(β) := n(β, µ = 0) is
defined similarly to (12), where the particle density is

n(β, µ) := lim
L1,L→∞

∑

s6=(s1,0,0)

κ3ω1ω2ω2Ns(β, µ) =

∫

R3
+

κ3dω1dω2dω3

eβ[~(ω1+ω2+ω3)−µ] − 1
. (21)

Equation (20) implies for ∆L(β, n) the same asymptotics
as in (13):

∆L(β, n) =
1

β
e−β(n−nc(β))m

2L4/(~κ3) + . . . . (22)

If we choose L1 := Leγ̂L
4

, for γ̂ > 0, then the second

critical density nm(β) := nc(β) + (γ̂~κ3)/(βm2). For
nc(β) < n < nm(β) we obtain the type III vdBLP-GC,
i.e., none of the single-particle states are macroscopically

occupied:

ns(β, n) := lim
L→∞

κ3 ω1ω2ω3

eβ(ηs−µL(β,n)) − 1
= 0 . (23)

Although for nm(β) < n there is a coexistence of the type
III vdBLP-GC, with the constant density nm(β)−nc(β),
and the standard type I vdBLP-GC in the ground-state:

n− nm(β) = lim
L→∞

κ3 ω1ω2ω3

eβ(η(0,0,0)−µL(β,n)) − 1
. (24)

5. In experiments with BEC, it is important to know
the critical temperatures associated with corresponding
critical densities. The first critical temperatures: Tc(ρ),

T̃c(ρ) or T̂c(ρ) are well-known. For a given density ρ they
verify the identities:

ρ = ρc(βc(ρ)) , ̺ = ̺c(β̃c(̺)) , n = nc(β̂c(n)) , (25)

respectively for our models of slabs, squared beams or
”cigars”. Since definition of the critical densities yield
the representations: ρc(β) =: T 3/2 Isl, ̺c(β) =: T 2 Ibl,
nc(β) =: T 3 Icg, the expressions for the second critical
densities one gets the following relations between the first
and the second critical temperatures:

T 3/2
m (ρ) + τ1/2 Tm(ρ) = T 3/2

c (ρ) (slab) ,

T̃ 2
m(̺) + τ̃ T̃m(̺) = T̃ 2

c (̺) (beam) ,

T̂ 3
m(n) + τ̂2 T̂m(n) = T̂ 3

c (n) (cigar) .

Here τ = [αmkB/(π~
2Isl)]

2, τ̃ = 2γkB/(~Ibl) and τ̂ =
[(γ̂~κ3kB)/(m

2Icg)]
1/2 are ”effective” temperatures re-

lated to the corresponding geometrical shapes. Notice
that the second critical temperature modifies the usual
law for the condensate fractions temperature depen-
dence, since now the total condensate density is ρ −
ρc(β) := ρ0(β) = ρ0c(β) + ρ0m(β). Here ρ0m(β) :=
(ρ− ρm(β)) θ(ρ− ρm(β)).
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FIG. 2: The first (blue fit) , The second (pink fit) and the total
(green fit) condensate fractions as a function of the tempera-
ture for 87Rb atoms in the slab geometry with Tc1 = 10−7K
and τ = 4.43× 10−7.

For example, in the case of the slab geometry the type

III vdBLP-GC (i.e. the ”quasi-condensate”) ρ0c(β) be-
haves for a given ρ like (see Fig.2.)

ρ0c(β)

ρ
=

{
1− (T/Tc)

3/2 , Tm ≤ T ≤ Tc ,√
τ T/T

3/2
c , T ≤ Tm .

(26)

Similarly, for the type I vdBLP-GC in the ground state
ρ0m(β) (i.e. the conventional BEC) we obtain:

ρ0m(β)

ρ
=

{
0 , Tm ≤ T ≤ Tc,

1− (T/Tc)
3/2(1 +

√
τ/T ), T ≤ Tm,

(27)
see Fig.2. The total condensate density ρ0(β) := ρ0c(β)+
ρ0m(β) is the result of coexistence of both of them:
it gives the standard PBG expression ρ0(β)/ρ = 1 −
(T/Tc)

3/2.
For the ”cigars” geometry case the temperature depen-

dence of the ”quasi-condensate” r0c(β) is

n0c(β)

n
=

{
1− (T/T̂c)

3 , T̂m ≤ T ≤ T̂c ,

τ̂2 T/T̂ 3
c , T ≤ T̂m .

(28)

The corresponding ground state conventional BEC be-
haves as

n0m(β)

n
=

{
0 , T̂m ≤ T ≤ T̂c,

1− (T/T̂c)
3(1 + τ̂2/T 2), T ≤ T̂m,

(29)
and again for the two coexisting condensates one gets
n−nc(β) := n0(β) = n0c(β)+n0m(β) = (1−(T/Tc)

3/2)n.
Notice that for a given density the difference between

two critical temperatures for the slab geometry can be
calculated explicitly:

(Tc − Tm)/Tc = g(ρα/ρ) , (30)

where ρα := 8α3/ζ(3/2)2 and g(x) is an explicit al-
gebraic function. For illustration consider a quasi-2D
PBG model of 87Rb atoms in trap with characteristic
sizes L1 = L2 = 100µm, L = 1µm and with typical
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critical temperature Tc = 10−7K. The anisotropy pa-
rameter is α = (1/L) ln(L1/L) = 4, 6 · 106m−1. Then
for τ = 4, 4 · 10−7K we find Tm = 3, 7 · 10−8K and
(Tc − Tm)/Tc = 0, 63.
6. Another physical observable to characterise this sec-
ond critical temperature is the condensate coherence
length or the global spacial particle density distribution.
The usual criterion is the ODLRO, which is going back
to Penrose and Onsager [19]. For a fixed particle density
ρ it is defined by the kernel:

K(x, y) := lim
L→∞

KΛ(x, y) = lim
L→∞

∑

s

φs,Λ(x)φs,Λ(y)

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1
.

(31)
The limiting diagonal function ρ(x) := K(x, x) is local

x-independent particle density.
To detect a trace of the geometry (or the second critical

temperature) impact on the spatial density distribution
we follow a recent scaling approach to the generalised
BEC developed in [17] (see also [10],[14]) and introduce
a scaled global particle density:

ξL(u) :=
∑

s

|φs,Λ(L1u1, L2u2, L3u3)|2
eβ(εs−µ) − 1

, (32)

with the scaled distances {uj = xj/Lj ∈ [0, 1]}j=1,2,3.
For a given ρ the scaled density (32) in the slab geom-

etry is

ξslρ,L(u) :=
∑

s

1

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1

d=3∏

j=1

2

Lj
[sin(πsjuj)]

2.

(33)
Since 2[sin(πsjuj)]

2 = 1 − cos{(2πsj/Lj)ujLj} and
limL→∞ µL(β, ρ < ρc(β)) < 0, by the Riemann-Lebesgue
lemma we obtain that limL→∞ ξslρ,Λ(u) = ρ for any

u ∈ (0, 1)3. If ρ > ρc(β), one has to proceed as in (3)-(5).
Then for any u ∈ (0, 1)3:

lim
L→∞

∑

s=(s1,s2,1)

1

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1

d=3∏

j=1

2

Lj
[sin(πsjuj)]

2

= lim
L→∞

2[sin(πu3)]
2

(2π)2L

∫

R2

∏2
j=1(1 − cos(2kjujLj)d

2k

eβ(~2k2/2m+∆L(β,ρ)) − 1

= (ρ− ρc(β)) 2[sin(πu3)]
2 , (34)

lim
L→∞

∑

s6=(s1,s2,1)

1

eβ(εs−µL(β,ρ)) − 1

d=3∏

j=1

2

Lj
[sin(πsjuj)]

2

= ρc(β)) . (35)

Then the limit of (33) is equal to

ξslρ (u) = (ρ− ρc(β)) 2[sin(πu3)]
2 + ρc(β) . (36)

It manifests a space anisotropy of the type III vdBLP-GC
for ρc(β) < ρ < ρm(β) in direction u3.

For ρ > ρm(β) one has to use representation (3) and
asymptotics (6), (7). Then following the arguments de-
veloped above we obtain

ξslρ (u) = (ρ− ρm(β))

3∏

j=1

2[sin(πuj)]
2 +

(ρm(β)− ρc(β)) 2[sin(πu3)]
2 + ρc(β) . (37)

So, the anisotropy of the space particle distribution is
still in direction u3 due to the type III vdBLP-GC.
It is instructive to compare this anisotropy with a co-

herence length analysis within the scaling approach [17]
to the BEC space distribution. To this end let us center
the box Λ at the origin of coordinates: xj = x̃j + Lj/2
and yj = ỹj + Lj/2. Then the ODLRO kernel (31) is:

KΛ(x̃, ỹ) =

∞∑

l=1

elβµL(β,ρ) R
(2)
l R

(1)
l , (38)

where after the shift of coordinates and using (1) we put

R
(2)
l (x̃(2), ỹ(2)) = (39)
∑

s=(s1,s2)

e−lβεs1,s2 φs1,s2,Λ(x̃1, x̃2) φs1,s2,Λ(ỹ1, ỹ2)

R(1)
s (x̃3, ỹ3) =

∑

s=(s3)

e−lβεs3

√
2

L3
sin(

πs3
L3

(x̃3 +
L3

2
))

×
√

2

L3
sin(

πs3
L3

(ỹ3 +
L3

2
)) . (40)

Similar to (3), for ρc(β) < ρ < ρm(β) we must split
the sum over s = (s1, s2, s3) in (38) into two parts. Since
by the generalized Weyl theorem one gets:

lim
L→∞

R
(2)
l (x̃(2), ỹ(2)) =

1

lλ2
β

e−π‖x̃(2)−ỹ(2)‖2/lλ2
β ,

by (38) we obtain for the first part the representation:

lim
L→∞

∞∑

l=1

elβµL(β,ρ)
∑

s=(s1,s2,1)

e−lβεs1,s2,1 × (41)

×φs1,s2,1Λ(x̃) φs1,s2,1Λ(ỹ) =

lim
L→∞

∞∑

l=1

e−lβ∆L(β,ρ) 1

lλ2
β

e−π‖x̃(2)−ỹ(2)‖2/lλ2
β ×

× 2

L
sin(

π

L
(x̃3 +

L

2
)) sin(

π

L
(ỹ3 +

L

2
)) .

For the second part we apply the Weyl theorem for the
3-dimensional Green function:

lim
L→∞

∞∑

l=1

elβµL(β,ρ)
∑

s6=(s1,s2,1)

e−lβεs × (42)

×φs,Λ(x̃) φs,Λ(ỹ) =

∞∑

l=1

1

lλ3
β

e−π‖x̃−ỹ‖2/lλ2
β .
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FIG. 3: Exponent γ(T ) for evolution of the coherence length
for the quasi-condensate with temperature corresponding to
87Rb atoms in the slab geometry with Tc = 10−7K and τ =
4.43 × 10−7K

If in (41) we change l → l ∆L(β, ρ), then it gets the form
of the integral Darboux-Riemann sum, where ‖x̃(2) −
ỹ(2)‖2 is scaled as ‖x̃(2) − ỹ(2)‖2 ∆L(β, ρ). Therefore,
the coherence length Lch in direction perpendicular to
x3 is Lch(β, ρ)/L := 1/

√
∆L(β, ρ). A similar argument

is valid for ρ > ρm(β) with obvious modifications due
to BEC for s = (1, 1, 1) (7) and to another asymptotics
(6) for ∆L(β, ρ). To compare the coherence length with
the scale L1,2 = LeαL, let us define the critical exponent
γ(T, ρ) such that limL→∞(Lch(β, ρ)/L)(L1/L)

−γ(T,ρ) =
1. Then we get:

γ(T, ρ) = λ2
β (ρ− ρc(β))/2α , ρc(β) < ρ < ρm(β)

= λ2
β (ρm(β)− ρc(β))/2α , ρm(β) ≤ ρ . (43)

For a fixed density, taking into account (26) we find
the temperature dependence of the exponent γ(T ) :=
γ(T, ρ), see Fig.3:

γ(T ) =
√
T/τ {(Tc/T )

3/2 − 1} , Tm < T < Tc ,

= 1, T ≤ Tm . (44)

Notice that in the both cases the ODLRO kernel is
anisotropic due to impact of the type III condensation
(41) in the states s = (s1, s2, 1), whereas the other states
give a symmetric part of correlations (42), which includes
a constant term ρc(β).
Numerically, for L1 = L2 = 100µm, L3 = 1µm and

Tm < T = 0.75Tc the coherence length of the conden-
sate is equal to 2.8µm ≪ 100µm. This decreasing of the
coherence length is experimentally observed in [6].
7. In conclusion we add several remarks about a pos-
sible impact of particle interaction. Since the ”quasi-
condensate” is observed in extremely anisotropic traps
[6]-[8], we think that the geometry of the vessels is pre-
dominant. So, the study of the PBG is able to catch the
phenomenon and so is relevant. Next, in this letter did
not enter into details of the phase-fluctuations [7], [6],

although we suppose that for the vdBLP-GC it can be
studied by switching different Bogoliubov quasi-average
sources in condensed modes. Finally, since a repulsive in-
teraction is able to transform the conventional one-mode
BEC (type I) into the vdBLP-GC of type III, [20], [21],
it is important to combine study of this interaction with
the results already obtained for interacting gases in [6]-[8]
and in [18].

The pioneer calculations of a crossover in a trapped
1D PBG are due to [22]. It is similar to the vdBLP-GC
in our exact calculations for the ”cigars” geometry and it
apparently persists for a weakly interacting Bose-gas as
argued in [8]. Although the ultimate aim is to understand
the relevance of these quasi-1D calculations for the Lieb-
Liniger exact analysis of a strongly interacting gas [23].
We return to these questions in our next papers.
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